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of the superincumbent atmosphere to that temperature at which its radiation is in substantial equilibrium with the minimum radiation from below.
But what is the cause of the local low surface temperatures? Referring to Fig. 66, it will be seen that there are five different places, and only five, where a distinctly cold ocean current crosses a belt of high pressure, and that every one of these is associated with a region of maximum pressure. Neither is there a semipermanent "high" anywhere else on the oceans. Wherever, then, the mechanical effect that produces a belt of high pressure is reinforced by thermal contraction due to cold water, there, and only there, as illustrated by Fig. 67, are found a maximum of atmospheric pressure and the center of a semipermanent anticyclone. During winter, there is also a slight minimum temperature along the North Atlantic high-pressure belt, near Bermuda, and a similar one along the South Pacific belt, just east of New Zealand; and at each place a corresponding tendency to the maintenance of an anticyclone.
One obvious effect of all these semipermanent highs is the location of branches or channels of interzonal circulation, analogous to those of the cyclones and anticyclones of higher latitudes. Thus, much tropical atmosphere, in addition to that carried by the counter trades, reaches middle latitudes by flowing around and to the west of the semipermanent "highs." From here, the next stage in the general circulation takes the air to still higher latitudes, and even to polar regions, around and to the east either of the semipermanent "lows" or of the migratory cyclones. In its return it passes to the west of the "lows" or east of the travelling "highs," and finally around and to the east of the semipermanent "highs." These, however, are only general channels, and, presumably, average routes, upon which are superimposed innumerable and ever-changing irregularities.

